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Dear readers,
Munzinger Pascha is mentioned in the “History of Eritrea; From Ancient Times to
Independence, An Outline” 2015 ISBN 99948-0-120-4 as a “Swiss mercenary commander of
the Egyptian Forces”. It is not easy to find out more about this fascinating figure in Eritrean
history of the nineteenth century. He was definitely much more than a commander! He
integrated himself to a large extent by marrying a Bogos (Bilen) girl and thus developed a deep
understanding of Bilen culture and language.
It was a pleasure for both of us, Dr. Mussie Fessehaye and Pablo Loosli, to have a look at
available sources in Switzerland. The scientific works of Werner Munzinger particularly about
the culture of the Bogos (Bilen), part of his correspondence, articles in Swiss newspapers and
biographies are available in libraries and archives of Solothurn and Olten respectively.
Driven by curiousness and historic interest we spent some time to discover materials about the
man, who was the governor for some time over vast parts of today Eritrea. Who was the man
that built the palace in Keren and constructed sea-water distillery in Suakin (Sudan). The man
that wrote books about the culture, the laws and the language of the Bogos? The man that spoke
fluently Arab, Bilen, French and of course his mother tongue German? A fascinating figure
indeed!
The compilation of some of the materials we found, including a few translations into English
should be available for all interested students, scholars and amateurs of Eritrean history! We
believe strongly, that Munzinger Pascha and his period of time in the nineteenth century merits
the attention of Eritrean historians and further study. We believe that some accurate
information has to be gathered and made ready for the interested public particularly in Keren
and Massawa where he had his residences and where some of his traces are physically up to
now important landmarks. The palace in Keren is one of the historical buildings1 recognized
by Government of Eritrea to be preserve and maintain in the coming years.
The interest of Dr. Mussie, as natural science researcher, was on Munzinger’s exploration
diaries and maps that describe the natural setting of Eritrea before 170 years. Particularly, it
draws his attention when he learned about Munzinger’s involvement on trading of natural
product, such as gum Arabic. As this endeavour is a sustainable way of natural resource
exploitation and encourages local population to prevent deforestation of the mother tree Acacia
senegal. For all this reasons we collected some of the most interesting maps, pictures, contents
of the writings of Werner Munzinger and some remarkable articles written about him. Two of
them we did make available for a non-German speaking public in English. And we are ready
to assist interested researchers in Eritrea in the exploitation of the mentioned Swiss sources.
This compilation aims to introduce Munzinger Pascha particularly to Eritreans who are eager
to know more about this important figure in Eritrean history. A man, born and grown up in
Switzerland, probably at the end of his life was more attached to Bilen culture than to his Swiss
origins.
Pablo J. Loosli (MSc, DAS, CAS)
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Mussie Fessehaye (PhD)

https://shabait.com/2020/09/27/call-for-proper-preservation-and-maintenance-of-historic-buildings/
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1.

Brief history of Werner Munzinger2

Werner Munzinger was born in Olten in April 4, 1832 and he was the son of the well-known
Swiss finance minister Joseph Munzinger, one-time president of the then newly formed Swiss
Confederacy. He studied science and history at the University of Bern, then later he studied
oriental languages in Paris, learnt Arabic and finally, in 1852, went to Egypt to deepen his
linguistic skills and ethnographic research with the aim of making a career as an orientalist.
1.1 Scientific works
Munzinger first publication was on the southern Red Sea in geographic journals and he was
also among the first to report on the Bilén people. In addition to his work on the Bilén,
Munzinger also produced important reports on the Afar, Saho, Tigré groups, Nara, Kunama,
Illiit, the Ethiopian highlanders, Beja, and others.
Munzinger published the following works:
1. Über die Sitten und das Recht der Bogos (1859)
2. Ostafrikanische Studien (1864; 2nd ed., 1883)
3. Die deutsche Expedition in Ostafrika (1865)
4. Vocabulaire de la langue de Tigré (1865)
He wrote numerous geographical papers, and a memoir on the northern highlands of modernday Ethiopia and Eritrea for the Zeitschrift für allgemeine Erdkunde, new series, volume 3.
While being a researcher on the one hand, producing maps, collecting meteorological and
ethnographic data, learning languages, documenting local clan histories and customary laws,
he also entered into politics.
1.2 Political life
In August 1853 he moved to Massawa, a southern Red Sea port under Ottoman administration.
Until 1855 he served as French consul at Massawa, then moved to Keren where he spent the
next six years exploring the lands of the Bogos. After a short stay in Europe in 1863, Munzinger
returned back and in 1865 Munzinger managed the British consulate in Massawa, after the
1868 British invasion of Ethiopia, where he became the French consul.
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This excerpt biography is taken from Smidt (2014) An Orientalist and Ethnographer-Turned-Politician in the
Ethiopian–Egyptian Borderlands and Wikipedia (2020) for Werner Munzinger.
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In 1867–68 Munzinger’s involvement was the crucial factor in the success of the British-Indian
army’s intervention in Ethiopia against the emperor, Téwodros II. Following a diplomatic
quarrel with Great Britain, the emperor had taken captive a number of European craftsmen
working for British missionary societies. Munzinger was to prepare the way for Britain’s
response to Téwodros’ aggression. The Europeans were freed in Easter 1868 and Téwodros II,
deserted by almost all of his followers, killed himself. The British army retreated and
Munzinger went back to his old position as French Vice-Consul in Massawa.
In 1875, Egypt wished to control the Red Sea and the entire Nile River, entered into war with
Ethiopia. Munzinger led one of the three prongs of the Egyptian attack against Ethiopia,
marching inland from Tadjoura, but his troops were overwhelmed by the army of Mahammad
ibn Hanfadhe, Sultan of Aussa. In the night of 15 November 1875, Munzinger’s whole party,
including his wife, were killed near Lake Udumma.
1.3 Personal life
In 1854, Munzinger married a young widow from a Christian Bilén in Keren and adopted her
son. Throughout those years, Munzinger lived with his wife (Naffa’) and for decades she was
at his side, whether in her hometown, Keren, in the highlands or in hot Massawa, staying with
him during all the stages of his colourful career. In one of the Switzerland articles3 published
in the 1940s, she was described as “black Stauffacherin” to complement her character that
“behind successful man often there is a strong woman”.
Nevertheless, the history of Munzinger would not be complete without the story of his second
wife. In 1874, an Oromo woman living as a housemaid in service in the Gudik family in Cairo
became Munzinger’s second wife and soon bore him a son. This son was called Joseph
Munzinger after his famous grandfather. After the death Munzinger, his second wife and the
son stayed in Egypt. Later, with the effort of an older sister of Munzinger able to brought him
to Switzerland. He studied there, living in Olten and Lausanne, but the cold winters were
unbearable. Finally, Joseph, the son of this exceptional researcher and politician, died of
tuberculosis at the age of just twenty-one.
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Copy of the original article and the English translated version are included in this document on page 53 to 55.
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2.

Solothurn library

2.1 Books
In Solothurn library (Switzerland) the following three books by Werner Munzinger are
available in good condition.
1) Über die Sitten und das Recht der Bogos (1859)
2) Ostafrikanische Studien (1st ed., 1864)
3) Ostafrikanische Studien (2nd ed., 1883)

The general contents of these books are summarized and indicated below for the respective
book.
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Contents of book
East African Studies; fromWerner Munzinger; With a map from
Northern-Abessynia and the countries on the sides of Mareb,
Barka and Anseba.Schaffhausen.1864;
Introduction;
About the Red Sea; - Letters from the Red Sea; - Massawa
The Samhar
The Belou and the Naib
The path from Samhar to Keren
Travel to the Land of the Marea; - From Keren to Halhal
Over the Beit Takue
Return to Keren
About the Beni Amer.; - General Remarks
About the Ethnography
Political situation
State and Law
Inner Life
About the Language of the To’bedauie.; - About the To’bedauie
Verbal roots
Substantivs and Adjectivs
Travel through the Land of the Kunama; - Saraé
From Mai Sheka to Adiabo
From As Nebrid to Mai Daro
From Mai Daro to Kassala
Land and people
Foreign Affairs
Physiognomy of the two peoples
Religion and Law
Blood Law
The inner (family) life; house and tools
Animal husbandry, (arable) farming; trade
Food
Final observations; Some Remarks about the Ethnography from
Kordofan
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Contents of book
Customs and Law of the Bogos Content;
Preface; Introduction: Subject of the study; Methodology; the
natives of the country; Genealogy and history of the country till
Ubie and the Turks. Relations to Abyssinia.
Chapter I; The roots of the right and the state, the family.
Guarantees of the right. Term/idea of the family. Judges. Legal
system. Guarantees. Evidence.; Explanations: Approximative
Overview of the Bogos population.
Chapter II: Family in the close sense. Father and children.;
Explanations. Birth. Manhood. Death.;
ChapterIII. Boss and serv (bondsman, slave). Shmughele and
Tigre. Contracts. Explanantions: Roots of trustworthiness.
Slavery. Abuse of law, enlightened with an anecdote.
Chapter IV. Relation between husband and wife. Marriage law.
Explanations: Marriage. Marriage life. House (life).
ChapterV. Law of inheritance. Trespass. Explanations: Herds
(husbandry). Farming. Land.
Chapter VI: Violation of a person. Law of blood (vendetta).
Esplanations: Vendetta. Religion. Superstition. The character of
the people.
Final remarks.
Krapf II., 499 u.505:” Africa’s East coast could produce so much
cotton, that the needs of the whole of England could almost be
satisfied and such could give a strong knock to the African
slavery trade.” So, on the East coast we have the same favourable
situation as on the West coast concerning the product, where
there is an accelerating development of the cotton-cultures, even
in the Ashanti-Land it is accelerating and gives high satisfaction;
Economist 1859, p. 251.
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2.2 Maps
There are a number of maps with in-depth description of the expedition routes and topography that Werner Munzinger followed in the different
regions of Eritrea, Sudan and Ethiopia.
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3.

Olten archives

3.1 Books
In Olten archives the following four books by Werner Munzinger are available including as
well books and articles written about Munzinger.
1) Über die Sitten und das Recht der Bogos (1859)
2) Ostafrikanische Studien (1864; 2nd ed., 1883)
3) Die deutsche Expedition in Ostafrika (1865)
4) Vocabulaire de la langue de Tigré (1865)
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3.2 Maps
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3.3 Letters
There are a number of letters written by Munzinger in different languages (Germany,
English and French). Some of the English letters are indicated below as a sample.
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3.4 News articles written for Werner Munzinger
The periodical newspapers and magazines that give coverage to the works and different
events with regard to Munzinger were well documented in the Olten archives. Some of
these documents are indicated below.
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There are also descriptive pictures or more specifically hand drawings for the different
historical wars, offical ceremonies and events.
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Arrival in Zulla
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Water distillery in Suakin on the Red Sea.
Constructed by Munzinger in the period where he was Egyptian governor on the Red Sea.
Another great achievement Munzingers in the same period was the enlargement of the port of
Massawa. In the same period, he annexed for Egypt the provinces of Bogos and Hamasien
north of Abessinya.
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Text
Remarks to the translated article from the “Luzerner Zeitung”
According to the interpreter, the following text, an article in the “Luzerner Zeitung”4 in many
ways should be interesting, particularly to Eritrean historians studying European influence in
19th and 20th century. It merits a critical study. On one hand it gives some insight to the
perception and pathetic description style used by Swiss journalists in the forties of the 20th
century. On the other hand, it is interesting for the history of Eritrea, because there is
absolutely no doubt, that Werner Munzinger was influential and left his traces. Indeed, it is the
man that built the impressive palace in Keren. It would be most desirable, to do research on
eventually available Eritrean sources and put this news article, this little piece of secondary
literature into an adequate context with a modern point of view from Eritrean historians
studying the period in the second half of the 19th century, before the arrival of the Italians.
In a larger sense the interpreter is also of the opinion, that the history of Mussolini’s activities
in Africa, which were at its peak, when this article was written, merit more indebt studies from
a modern Eritrean point of view. Without being an expert, it seems obvious, that the traces of
Mussolinis times in Eritrea merit the utmost critical attention of Eritrean historians. It is the
feeling of the interpreter, that up to nowadays, not enough research has been done in this field.
Because written sources are comparatively scarce in Eritrea, historians should collect and
study all available written and oral sources and compare with available sources from
European scientists and adventurers. 5

Luzerner Zeitung around 1940? P.E.

4

At that time one of the leading rather conservative Swiss newspapers
From hearsay by Dr. Alfons Ritler, Prof. Dr. Wolbert Smidt found out, that unfortunately, the archives in Kairo
with many valuable documents from Werner Munzinger, including correspondence with his business partners and
political superiors most likely due to ignorance, have been liquidated. From a scientific point of view a tragedy.
5
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Partners of the Adventurer
IV.
The black Stauffacherin6
Almost overnight Abyssinia and its inhabitants, the Ethiopians and eventually as well some of
its particular tribes, the Tigré, the Bogos, the Gallas became out of a rather vague geographic
description an imaginable fact, when the Italians under observation of the whole world
conquered the country.7 Photographs of settlements, Addis Abbeba, Massaua and others, one
got to know the darkish people in its white Togas, their customs, their strange religions, one
learned that part of the country was a stone and sand desert and another part of the country
should be fruitful and with a healthy climate. Up to now, the well-educated just knew, that the
Abyssinians are Christians, more particularly belonging to the Catholic church, and that to
some extent they have an old culture and understand themselves as descendants of the biblical
“queen of Saba”, and that Europe gives some attention since about one hundred years without
having conquered it.
Not far from the coast however, in the mountains lives one of the civilised tribes, the Bogos,
which are characterized by the Swiss scientist Werner Munzinger: “The climate is the one from
Italy, the soil is fantastic…the inhabitants are noble and hospitable, Christians by memory and
feeling…” (we will hear later on about the meaning of this strange sentence.) Within this people
a girl, a daughter of a noble family, to say a daughter of one of the many dukes, grew up with
the education which all Bogos girls received. Meaning she stayed under the protection of her
mother, at the age of 11 or 12 she got introduced into the Rites of the woman and for the rest
she had the free life which these close to nature humans had. But we hesitate to name the Bogos
natural (nature) humans. They are, like many other Abyssinians not at all “savage” or “heathen”
or half naked prayers of false gods (idols), much more they are a unique mix of primitivity and
civilisation, which most likely nowhere else in the world exists.8 The young girl for instance,
the “princess” of the Bogos was Christian as her whole tribe, she was wearing cotton and sheep
wool clothes, the Bogos had a fine-tuned law and order system, far different from the natural
right of the jungle; there were priests, not at all to compare with “witchdoctors” (or shamans)
– in short the Bogos are exactly between unspoiled Europeans and Primitives. But the strangest
thing was their Christianity: In the middle of the villages there were “churches” rough clay
houses, in front of them were two slates, which were banged against each other in order to call
the whole community for the prayer service. This prayer service was (and still is up today in
many parts of Abyssinia) strange enough. It is a form of Christianity, which through many
6
Gertrud Stauffacher was the wife of Werner Stauffacher in Schiller’s famous Wilhelm Tell, published first in
1804, it is a drama about the story of the first defence treaty, which is considered to be the founding of Switzerland.
Gertrud Stauffacher encourages her husband, one of the three leaders that were fighting for liberation of the rule
of the Habsburg kings and thus allegedly were the founders of the old Swiss confederation 1291. So, she says in
Schiller’s play: “Look ahead Werner! And not back!” In other words, “behind successful man often is a strong
woman. By naming Munzinger’s wife the black Stauffacherin the author gives her a strong compliment, which he
found in the notes of Munzinger.
7
Comment of the interpreter: The author of this article, when he says “under the observation of the whole world”
neglects the fact, that this “observation” didn’t have any consequences. Up to now Mussolinis war in Abyssinia,
with some 500’000 persons killed, did not get the adequate attention. The Swiss historian Aram Mattioli in his
book “Experimentierfelder der Gewalt; the Abyssinian war and his international importance 1935-1941” clearly
shows, that according to definitions in historic science, the new weapons used (bombers) and the banned use of
Yperit and the dimensions of the Abessynian war, world war II actually started with this war in 1936. All in all,
till today the world didn’t take adequate note of the cruelties of this war.
8
We talk of the times around 1860.
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centuries, more than a millennium, completely faded out and returned into a kind of vague
nature worship. “Christos”, God, Heaven – this is the upper Lord of the world, to whom the
young girl war praying, whereby she didn’t have the slightest idea about this “Christos”, as
well as her countrymen. Also, the worship of a celestial being named “Maria” was known, it
portrays the motherliness, the fertility and the blessing with children -, but the Bogos had no
idea, that she was the mother of their god Christos. So, this young creature lived the free live
of these children of a fruitful beautiful country and most likely would have married the son of
a noble, if not an incredible event broke into her silent existence. Indeed, she knew the whites.
As from Massaua down at the sea coast merchants came from time to time with all kinds of
glittery and desirable things, since a while there lived an old man with the Bogos, a priest who
told them, that Maria was the virgin mother of their Christos, that the good people once they
died would have a place in heaven and so many other stories. Of course, the girl admired the
whites and at the same time she was a little bit afraid of them, because they disposed so many
enigmatic forces.
And one day, when the young Bogos was in the age of about seventeen, a tall man with a brown
beard and magnificent eyes came to the place, he distinguished himself from all the whites she
had seen to date. In particular, he talked fluently her language, Bogos and Tigré, instantly he
made friends with her father and other nobles, he didn’t want to sell guns and brandy, but only
live with them as one of theirs. Soon she learned to pronounce his name and he told her, that
he came from a as well mountainous country, which is called Switzerland. He named himself
Werner and with the family name Munzinger.
When the adventurous man arrived in the place of the Bogos, he already lived for years in
Abyssinia, he made, as a representative of a Swiss company – strange enough for an Orientalist
and man of science- big business in Sudan and the Red Sea, he made himself known as an
expert of the country in Europe. When he arrived for the first time in the highlands of the
Bogos, a several days trip away from Massawa, he was instantly delighted about this lovely
people, as well as from this young girl, which so openly cooperated. He stayed only for a short
time, travels to Alexandria - the girl sadly looks at him riding away, she is too smart for not
being realistic, that he will forget her and never return back. However, a few months later
Munzinger turns back again, and this time he brings a lot of goods, particularly seeds of all
kind, Swiss guns and other things, which he gave to the Bogos for free or for the prime costs.
And “his” black girl he brings jewellery, splendours which were telling from the far away
European world.
Soon Munzinger is a highly respected person among the Bogos. One feels, that this man is a
friend of the people, not one of these greedy for money merchants and also not one of these
salubrious missionaries. Yes, he, the European, is assigned the judgeship and one subjugates
to his judgements without any objection. And when finally, he steps to the father to formally
propose to marry “the princess”, he immediately receives an affirmative response: if he submits
himself to the customs of the Bogos, he could marry the girl. And thus, the marriage contract
of the Bogos is concluded, Munzinger pays three cows and has to give to his father in law three
valuable sheets of cotton9 and woollen cover, to the mother in law three measures of grain.
Besides he is informed, that he has the right, to dismiss the wife at any time, even without any
reason, and he is allowed to keep as many wives besides her as he wishes. However, on the
other hand he would have a host of obligations. Munzinger agrees with everything and from
now on he lives with his young dark-skinned wife in happiness and simplicity as in paradise
9

According to the interpreter, the author most likely means the famous Gabi
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for many years with the Bogos. He becomes one of them: he hears the main priests appeal to
the “Trinity”, - but the man doesn’t know the Lord’s Prayer. He participates on processions to
pray for rain, whereas his wife and himself have to chant: Egzio Maherenna Kristos” (Lord
show merci, our Christ).
Munzinger writes about her and the challenging expedition he planned:
“She accompanies me and shall be in moments of weakness a true Stauffacherin. Because I
shall need encouragement. But the aim is a good one…. the science of geography can be quiet,
we shall function for it…” Which kind of confidence, which kind of trust, which kind of love
speaks out of these lines! Which kind of self-knowledge and which kind of certainty, that this
“black” would be a better help than all male companion!
The caravan starts with some 350 men, two cannons and two rocket-artilleries. Three weeks
later one arrives at the border of an unknown land Aussa, where the son of the ruling Sheik
welcomes them. Munzinger presents him many gifts, sends as well to the father all kinds of
precious valuables. But the prince is a traitor, he hates the invaders. In the next night, close to
2am Munzinger’s wife hears noise in front of the tents. She awakens her husband. One jumps
out. Hundreds of armed men invade, Munzinger fights against the superior forces with the
courage of a desperate man. The wife defends herself with teeth and nails, wild and passionate
– soon everything comes to an end. Wounded to death the Europeans are lying in the sand. The
enemy retreats. The next day at noon Munzinger, after a last sad look at his wife, who was near
him during all his adventures, dies due to the terrible wounds. A few moments later she exhales
her last breath….
This faithful lady sleeps in the earth of her native country aside of her husband, to whom she
was more than a friend, more than a comrade. Out of her basic instincts of her nature she knew
to help him in so many situations where any other, particularly a European, eventually would
have failed. Munzinger, adventurer by his blood and ambition, out of his scientific driving force
and “the will to power”, did try the unheard-of binding himself to a negro lady for ever. He
never ever regretted the choice of this “black Stauffacherin”.
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Article (undated?) found in Stadtarchiv Olten in Solothurner Landbote (?) written by Professor
J.J. Hess, Swiss Egyptologist 11.01.1866-29.04.1949, probably written 1937?
Munzinger Pascha in the songs of Tigre tribes Professor Er. J.J. Hess, Zürich
Tigrè is named the language, which is spoken north from the Red Sea till Kassala and from
Sawakin till Massawa. This language is of importance for Semitic linguistical sciences, because
from all living idioms (languages) (Tigrè, Tigrigna, Amharic) it shows the most archaic
character and is the one closest to old-Ethiopic or Ge’ez. Werner Munzinger delivered the first
scientific work concerning the Tigrè language a “Vocabulaire de la Langue Tigrè” (Leipzig
1865). However, this for the Semitic sciences so important dialect, later on was neglected, until
lately Prof. E. Littman (Göttingen), the best expert of Tigrè Linguistics published voluminous
linguistic materials, prosa and poems in five volumes (Leyden 1910-1915). Among these
poems there is one (Volume IV B. page 916) that points at Munzinger Pascha, that shows, that
the memory of this man from (the county of) Solothurn is alive among Tigrè tribes till today.
Since it may take time, till Littmanns songs are studied in Solothurn, I think its reasonable, to
communicate here the verses to honour Mestendscher-Pascha (this is the name given to
Munzinger) in the translation of the publisher with his words and comments.
Song of Hàmed Wad Gerûb,
Which he sang, when nobody slaughtered a death sacrifice.
1. The world became unfaithful
And I, your protégé, am poor. 1)
2. If the Pascha appears today,
Then the humiliation of the world would appear!
3. When Em-Nà’fa died, 2)
Many cows were slaughtered.
4. Even Bey Keflù-Mâriam
Received many sacrifices.
1)

That is to say, I the singer, don’t have any means, otherwise I would slaughter the death
sacrifices for the Pascha.
2)

Em-Nâ’fa was the mother of Munzingers wife. When she died, he (Munzinger) gave order
to slaughter many cows as a death sacrifice (to honour her); same when Keflû-Mâryâm, his
wife’s son, who was promoted Bey, died. It is therefore ungrateful, says the poet, if the tribes
of Tigrè don’t slaughter any sacrifice cows. Keflû-Mâriâm was the son, which Munzingers
wife brought with her into the marriage.

(Draft Translation Pablo J. Loosli, October 2020)
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Further research for Eritrean historians
An analysis of Mussolinis Abessynian war and scientific research of available sources, for
instance of letters or notes from Ascaris or any documents of this time and a profound study of
scientific research like the above-mentioned study of Aram Mattioli is strongly suggested.
Topics for Eritrean researchers (historians, anthropologists, linguists)






Search for the original text in Tigrè of the ballad singer
Search for any sources concerning Em-Nâ’fa, Bey Keflû-Mâriam
Search for sources in Tigrigna concerning Mestendscher-Pascha (Munzinger) and
eventually translate
What is the historical importance of Mestendscher from an Eritrean point of view in the
21st century?
What is known about the family, the parents of Mestendscher’s wife?

Discussion
Style and content of this Swiss news article from the early forties of the last century appears
strange to readers in the 21st century and most likely even more for non-Swiss. In the patriotic
and pathetic style of this time one can clearly feel the admiration for an adventurer that lived
hundred years earlier and married a Bogos lady. Even hundred years later this seems to the
journalist very strange but admirable in the case of Munzinger. This culminates in the fact, that
Munzinger allegedly called his wife the black Stauffacher. The journalist takes this even as the
header of his story. At that time every Swiss knew the famous play from Friedrich Schiller,
written and published first in 1804 about the struggle for independence from the Habsburg
rulers in the 12th century. In this play Gertrud, the wife of Stauffacher, one of the three
independent leaders in these difficult times cheers her husband up by saying “Look forward
Werner and not back”.
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Final remarks
Werner Munzinger without doubt was a very influential man at his time and seemed to be a
highly respected man among the Bogos. He therefore merits his place in Eritrean history. So
far, our thesis! Can it be confirmed by Eritrean historians? His books and some of his
correspondence and notes, including maps are available in the “Kantonsbibliothek Solothurn”
and in the “Stadtarchiv Olten”. It is the purpose of this compilation of materials done by
Dr Mussie Fessehaye, to facilitate access to interested Eritrean historians and a larger public.
It is far beyond our possibilities, to translate all his works. However, it was a pleasure for the
interpreter, to show these materials to his friend Dr Mussie Fessehaye at the occasion of his
postdoctoral research in Switzerland.

Pablo J. Loosli
September 23, 2020
Switzerland
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